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CLEMENCE, TELL US ABOUT YOURSELF AND YOUR JOURNEY
My name is Clémence, I am the Founder of L’ARTISANE, a very young cosmetic brand which aims
to promote French know-how.
I like being curious on all fronts, both in the Laboratory, creating natural and effective formulas and
at my computer, managing our communication networks.
It is the alliance between the scientific and creative side that naturally orients me towards the world
of beauty and then cosmetology.
Originally from Loiret, it was at the old farm of my grandparents that I set up my laboratory. I have
always lived in the countryside, surrounded by fields, that I was fortunate enough to be able to
observe closely the work of French farmers and artisans. More and more I became interested by
the products used in my daily life, with a view to perhaps consuming a little less, but especially
better products and of course French.

WHAT IS L'ARTISANE?
L'ARTISANE is a very young cosmetic brand that only uses French ingredients. Even our glass jars
are made in France.
I started working on it, which was then just a project, during my last year of my Master of
Cosmetology. Having had the good fortune to be able to carry out several placements within
Research Laboratories and regulatory services, I realised that all of our Made In France cosmetics
were in fact composed of ingredients which were unfortunately not French… Nonsense! This
pushed me to prove that a truly French cosmetic was possible!

After 2 years of research, L’ARTISANE was finally born, bit by bit. The formulas are made up of
ingredients from French crafts and agriculture.
The effectiveness of the brand is maximised with the banishing of the solvent most used in
cosmetics: water. The water is replaced by hydrosols or fruit waters to obtain up to 99.5% of active
ingredients in the formulas.
A pre-sale campaign was carried out at the end of 2019 and we are now reaching the stage of the
official release of my first 3 French formulas!

WHAT IS THE MOTTO OF L’ARTISANE?
Support the know-how of French locals and Craftsmen!

WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENT PRODUCTS IN YOUR RANGE?
THE LITTLE FRENCH HAND CREAM that divinely smells like frangipane
THE FRENCH SCRUB, a face scrub with oil and plum kernels
THE FRENCH DETOX CREAM, a face cream with medicinal smells of rosemary and spearmint,
which reduces all skin imperfections: redness, small pimples, large pores, etc.

TELL US ABOUT THE INGREDIENTS YOU USE
Our ingredients are cultivated or made in France like Plums which are cultivated in the South-West
(Gascogne) and are used for their oil and their core, our beeswax which is harvested in Limousin or
our honey and our oil rapeseed that are grown and produced right next to our Laboratory.
For each ingredient, we show the geographical origin.

TELL US ABOUT YOUR FORMULATIONS
Our formulas are obviously natural, made up of organic ingredients (when possible) and are above
all effective and French.
Cosmetics are often made up of water, an inexpensive solvent that has no use for the skin, used in
cosmetics, most containing between 50% and 90%. That’s why the first word on the ingredient list is
“aqua”.
In the ARTISANE formulas, the water is replaced by hydrosols or fruit waters. So we were able to
reach up to 99.5% of active ingredients in our formulas.
Our unique selling point, above all, is the origin of our ingredients! Our formulas are therefore
composed of 99.6% of French ingredients (the remaining 0.4% relate to our preservative (which is
also a very good moisturiser) which is manufactured by our German neighbours).

WHAT WAS THE HARDEST AND EASIEST STEP IN CREATING L'ARTISANE?
The most complicated thing was to source our ingredients and our French packaging ... a big
challenge that seems impossible for many experts in the field of cosmetics.
The easiest ... I don't know if there were easy steps. Everything is a real challenge and it is
undoubtedly necessary to be patient and willing.

HOW DID YOU GET YOUR INTEREST IN CREATING AN ECO-RESPONSIBLE
BRAND?
I am a big fan of what we call "common sense".
Why use synthetic ingredients when nature provides us with all the ingredients which are as, or
even more effective?
Why use a beeswax harvested in China (95% of cosmetics that contain
beeswax are composed of beeswax harvested in China) when you can find them in France?
Why use a plastic jar when glass is healthier for the formula, recyclable and infinitely reusable?
To sum up, there is no perfect solution (utopia does not exist) but there are lots of small end-to-end
solutions can have a positive impact on many things.

MARKETING AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT, WHAT ARE YOUR STRATEGIES?
We always apply the principle of “common sense” in all the actions we put in place. We aim to
reduce and minimise our environmental footprint as much as possible. This can simply result in the
use of recycled / recyclable materials, the implementation of a deposit on our pots etc ...

WHERE CAN YOU BUY L’ARTISANE PRODUCTS?
For the moment, the formulas are available in presales on OkPal.
They will be available from June in several partner shops and on our website from September 😊

HOW ARE YOU DEALING WITH THE COVID-19 SITUATION?
The production and the marketing of our products has been delayed, but everything is starting to turn
around now.
We should be able to be ready to deliver our products from June while respecting government health
regulations.
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